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Live chat teams in higher education 
achieved an average 88.8% customer 
satisfaction score (CSAT) in 2021.

To put this into perspective, the average CSAT 
across all US industries and support channels 
stood at just 73.6% in the same year.

While this may come as a surprise to universities and 
colleges that haven’t adopted live chat, it likely won’t 
to those using it. Live chat is the most popular channel 
among today’s generation of students as it delivers on 
their exacting CX expectations – convenience, speed and 
ease of use.

We’ll highlight the data’s key takeaways and provide 
best practices to improve student support across all 
departments.

By analyzing chats that passed through the Comm100 
platform in 2021, this report provides the latest live 
chat and chatbot benchmarks in higher education to 
help institutions:

1. Understand how well they are performing compared 
to their peers

2. Learn where they need to improve and how best to 
achieve it and,

3. Realize the potential of live chat & chatbots in higher 
education. 

https://www.theacsi.org/national-economic-indicator/us-overall-customer-satisfaction/
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Live chat & students 
go hand in hand

Customer satisfaction score (CSAT)

88.3% 84%
Higher education Across all industries

Today’s students are predominantly Gen Z, born 1997-
2012. This demographic has grown up surrounded by 
unprecedented levels of convenience that technology 
provides. From Amazon’s perfectly smooth user 
experience (UX) to Google’s user interface (UI) 
simplicity, students’ digital experiences are optimized 
for convenience. And there’s a reason why - 74% of Gen 
Z say convenience is more important than brand.

With this in mind, it should come as no surprise to hear 
that students expect this level of convenience when 
they interact with higher education institutions too. 
Live chat caters to this behavioral expectation better 
than any other channel, proven by record high CSAT 
scores. Higher education live chat teams boasted an 
average 88.3% CSAT score in 2021. In contrast, the 
average CSAT score across all support channels reached 
just 73.6% (or 3.68 out of 5) according to the American 
Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI).

Today’s students want to connect with schools digitally. 74% 
of their free time is spent online, while 60% of Gen Z admit 
they ‘hate calling people’.

The key takeaway

Live chat is the most popular channel for students to 
connect with universities and colleges because of its 
convenience – a factor that 75% of Gen Z value higher than 
brand. This is reflected in a record high live chat CSAT score.

https://www.salesforce.com/resources/research-reports/state-of-the-connected-customer/
https://www.theacsi.org/national-economic-indicator/us-overall-customer-satisfaction/
https://www.theacsi.org/national-economic-indicator/us-overall-customer-satisfaction/
https://www.generationy20.com/retail-generation-z.PDF


Students don’t mind waiting

Wait Time

1min 10sec 36 sec
Higher education Across all industries

The key takeaway 

While it’s always essential to keep wait time 
reasonably low, and speed of response high, the 
ability to multitask with live chat means students 
are happy to wait longer for support – but only if 
the support is streamlined and they are not passed 
between agents to find a resolution.

As we saw in the previous chapter, higher education 
institutions achieved a record high CSAT score of 88.8% in 
2021. Simultaneously, they also experienced a high average 
wait time of 1 minute and 10 seconds, almost double the 
industry average. So what does this tell us about how students 
use live chat and what they expect from higher education 
support?

Firstly, a very high CSAT score despite a high wait time shows 
us that speed of service isn’t everything. While students favor 
live chat for its real-time messaging, they also prefer live 
chat for the ability to multitask. While a phone call typically 
consumes complete attention, a live chat conversation can 
be had while writing an essay or shopping online. This gives 
live chat teams the breathing space to have longer wait times 
without damaging the overall experience, which phone support 
typically can’t.

Students’ patience on live chat will only go so far, however. If 
they then receive disjointed, ‘hot potato’ support, CSAT will 
quickly plummet. 75% of Gen Z ‘expect to solve complex 
problems by speaking to one person’ and get quickly 

frustrated when they are forced to repeat their question 
as they are passed between agents. Custom routing 
considerably reduces this by automatically directing chats 
to the most appropriate agent or department based on; 
web page, geographical location, chat history, visitor 
status and much more.
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https://www.salesforce.com/resources/research-reports/state-of-the-connected-customer/
https://www.comm100.com/platform/livechat/manager-experience/chat-routing/#:~:text=Route%20Chats%20by%20Custom%20Rules,chat%20survey%20and%20custom%20variables.
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Keep chatting Chat duration

16mins 6secs 11mins 9secs
Higher education Across all industries

The key takeaway

Managers can allow, and often should encourage, 
agents to hold longer live chats so they can provide 
more personal support and treat each student as an 
individual, resulting in higher CSAT.

Achieving a low chat duration helps teams to better manage 
chat volume and keep wait times low. However, over the 
past two years we have seen higher education institutions 
allowing chat duration to rise. In 2019, the average chat 
duration in higher education was 10 minutes and 30 seconds. 
Two years later and this same stat increased by 72% to 16 
minutes and 6 seconds. So why is chat duration considerably 
higher in higher education?

The key reason is because schools are recognizing the value 
of providing more personal and genuine support. 67% of 
Gen Z say they ‘expect companies to understand my unique 
needs and expectations’, yet only 32% of Gen Z agree 
that ‘most companies treat me as a unique individual’. By 
encouraging agents to take more time on each conversation, 
they can deliver more personal support that students 
expect. The value of doing so is clearly seen in the data – as 
chat duration has risen, so has CSAT.

There are many tools within live chat software that agents 
can utilize to deliver more personal support and develop 
closer relationships with students including: 

• Video and voice chat
• Auto chat translation
• Co-browsing
• CRM integration

https://www.salesforce.com/resources/research-reports/state-of-the-connected-customer/
https://www.salesforce.com/resources/research-reports/state-of-the-connected-customer/
https://www.salesforce.com/resources/research-reports/state-of-the-connected-customer/


Cambrian College Improves Recruitment with 
Comm100 Live Chat & Chatbot

CSAT
4.5/5 

Providing personal and genuine support to our students is 
really important to us. We want all of our students to feel 
that we care about them as individuals and Comm100 Live 
Chat lets us do just that. The people we speak to on live 
chat also really enjoy the more casual and colloquial nature 
of the support, which helps us to build relationships while 
still being informative and helpful.

- Alison Caruso, 
Manager of Student Recruitment at Cambrian College

Cambrian College added Comm100 Live Chat to its 
recruitment department to field queries from prospective 
students and deliver the accessible and convenient 
support that Gen Z expect. Their live chat team now 
enjoys a 4.5 out of 5 CSAT score.

Wanting to improve engagement, Cambrian College 
next set up Comm100 AI Chatbot. With the bot in 
place, Cambrian can now deliver 24/7 support to 
students around the world, increasing engagement with 
prospective students and boosting their recruitment 
efforts. Their Comm100 AI Chatbot handles over 70% of 
all incoming chats.
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Trailing behind on mobile

32% 63%

Our students are mostly 17, 18 or 19 years old, and they 

naturally find live chat very easy to use. It’s also very quick 

for them – they can hop on a chat, ask us a question, and 

have their answer in a minute – all from their mobile device. 

It’s the perfect channel to help us engage with them and 

give them the support they need.

- Derek Gaucher, 
Coordinator of IT Solutions, Dawson College

Live chats held on mobile devices consistently grow year-
on-year as smartphone usage rises. In 2021, average mobile 
chats sat at 63% across all industries, up from 54% in 2020. 
By providing mobile live chat, brands meet consumers where 
they are, increasing engagement and improving CX.

However, higher education has fallen far behind with only 
32% mobile chats in 2021, despite that their audience spends 
more time on mobile devices than any other demographic. 
55% of Gen Z use their smartphones for five or more hours 
daily. Universities and colleges not offering live chat via 
mobile are missing out on a lucrative engagement channel.
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“

Read the full story

Mobile live chats

Higher education Across all industries

The key takeaway 

Higher education is far behind in its adoption of live 
chat on mobile devices despite students’ demand for it. 
Launching mobile live chat should be a top priority in 
2022 to increase engagement and CSAT.

https://genhq.com/top-10-ways-gen-z-is-shaping-the-future/
https://www.comm100.com/customers/dawson-college/?campaign_id=how-to-meet-student-expectations-in-higher-education
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Chatbots should be colleagues

Chats handled by chatbots

21% 43%
Higher education Across all industries

The key takeaway

Many higher education institutions are missing out by not 
using chatbots, or not using them to their full potential. 
Students are more open to using chatbots than any other 
generation, they can improve every stage of the student 
lifecycle across departments, and they are proven to be 
highly effective at resolving students’ queries.

Chatbot adoption is rapidly increasing as organizations 
look to improve efficiency, as well as deliver 24/7 support. 
For those using chatbots, an average 43% of all chats are 
handled by bots. However, for higher education this figure is 
considerably lower with only 21% of chats handled by higher 
education institutions.

So why is this?
1.  It’s not because students don’t want to interact with bots. 

Gen Z are most open to chatbots than any other demographic. 
They’re also most likely to agree that chatbots make it quicker 
for their issues to be resolved.

2.  It’s not because chatbots aren’t suitable for higher education.
Here are just a handful of AI chatbot use cases:
• Boost recruitment by providing 24/7 support

• Manage peak customer service periods in admissions by 
handling all common FAQs

• Give agents more time to spend on complex queries by 
automating simple queries

3.  And it’s not because chatbots aren’t effective in higher 
education.  93.8% of Comm100 AI Chatbot responses are 
rated ‘helpful’ by visitors that interact with them.

The hesitation to adopt chatbots in higher education is mistaken, 
but the tide is turning as chatbot usage steadily becomes the 
convention in high-performing customer service teams.
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The Bottom Line

Live chat and chatbots are becoming the norm in higher 
education as universities and colleges recognize how these 
technologies can transform their student support and 
benefit every stage of the student lifecycle.

However, not all live chat or chatbot software are created 
equally. To truly benefit from live chat and bots, higher 
education needs a secure and scalable platform that can 
grow with their needs.

BOOK A DEMO

Comm100 is providing all of this and more 

to universities and colleges across the 

world including McMaster University, 

Montgomery College, California State 

University, San Jose State University, 

and many more. Book a demo with one of 

Comm100’s specialists to find out more.

https://www.comm100.com/requestdemo/?campaign_id=Solutions-Industry-Education-Enterprise-Bottom-BookDemo

